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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Th e Pr eparing for a Spend Analysis lesson describes the key
step s involved with setting up a Spen d Analy sis including defining
the scope of the effort, compiling the required data, and
prepa ring the data for analysis.
After c ompleting this lesson you should be to:
• I dentify the main parameters for defining a Spend Analysis
scope .
• Iden ti fy the key ac tivi ties involved with iden tifying and
collec ting spend da ta .
• I dentify the key activities involved with cleansing the
spend data.
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Defining the Spend Analysis Scope
The first step in planning for a Spend Analysis is to define the scope of the effort. This is a t wo-step
process : Step 1 - Define Spend Analysis and Step 2 - Define Spend Analysis Objec tives.

Spend Analysis Process
Define Scope

Collect Data

Cleanse and
Normalize

Develop Spend
Profile

Analyze Data
and Determine

Opporwnities

Step 1 : Define the commodity focus and data to be included in the Spend
Analysis {i .e., what's in and what 's out) .
Step 2 : Define the key quest ions to be addressed by the Spend Analysis.

~ Rem em b er, th roug ho ut t his m od ule t he word "comm o dity" is used

•

t o d escribe t he spen d category fo r a specific good o r service

Source : Censeo Consulting Group
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Defining the Spend Analysis Scope
The first step in planning for a Spend Analysis is to define the scope of the effort. This is a t wo-step
process : Step 1 - Define Spend Analy sis and Step 2 - Define Spend Analy sis Objectives .

Spend Analysis Process
l ong Description
Graphic illustrates the Spend Analy sis process highlighting Step 1: Define Scope and its
t wo substeps . The sub-steps are as follows:
Step 1: Define the commodity focus and data to be included in the Spend Analysis ( i.e .,
what's in and what's out) .
Step 2: Define the key questions to be addressed by the Spend Analysis .

~ Rememb er, th roughout this m od ule t he word "commodity" is used

•

to d escribe t he spen d category for a specific good o r service

Source : Censeo Consulting Group
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Step 1 : Defining the Spend Analysis Parameters
The primary concern when specifying what data will be included in the Spend Analysis includes four
parame ters : Commodity Scope, Organizat ional Scope, Ti m e Fra m e , and Types of Spend . Selec t
each parame ter below to learn more .

Commod ity
Scope

Organizational
Scope

Time Frame

Types of Spend

First, the commodity/service that will be t he focus o f the analysis m ust be confir med . The Opportunity
Assessment cond ucted earlier should p rovide a g ood idea of the highest level commodity category as
well as the h ighest level portfolio group . Additional spend data analysis will provide a gr eater
understanding o f the portfolio categories that fall within t he portfolio g roup.

Source : Censeo Consulting Group
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Long Description
This is an interactive graphic that contains four tabs: Commodity Scope, Organizational Scope, Time
Frame, and Types of Spend. When a tab is selected, the following content is displayed:
Commodity Scope
First, the commodity/service that will be the focus of the analysis must be confirmed. The Opportunity
Assessment that was conducted previously should have provided a good idea of the highest level
commodity category as well as the highest level portfolio group. Also, further spend data analysis will
provide a greater understanding of the portfolio categories that fall within the portfolio group.
Organizational Scope
A Spend Analysis can be conducted at an enterprise-wide level or within a specific department or division.
Factors that may affect organizational scope include:
• Scope of the broader Strategic Sourcing program
• Known location(s) of commodity spend
• Organizational complexity
• Available resources
In the USMC case example from the Spend Analysis Overview Lesson, the organizational scope was
initially defined as including the entire Marine Corps organization. After the portfolio scope was narrowed
to IT Equipment and Services, the organizational scope was further narrowed to include only the Marine
Corps' tactical commands. Expanding the scope to cover the broader Navy organization was also
considered, but then deemed out of scope for this analysis.
Time Frame
The start and end dates for the spend data to be collected must also be defined. As a general rule, it is
better to have data for the most recent full fiscal year. Less data makes it difficult to discern patterns and
understand factors such as seasonality. However, more data can make the analysis too unwieldy with

diminishing returns for the level of effort required to process and manage the data.
In the USMC case example from Lesson 2, recall spend data was sought for the previous fiscal year only.
Additional data outside of this time frame was analyzed as needed to clarify spend patterns and trends.
Types of Spend
The types of spend on which to concentrate the analysis must also be established. The following are
possible spend types examples:
• Contract Spend
• Non-Appropriated Funds
• Off-Contract Purchase Card Expenditures
• Grants Spend
In addition, should spend with suppliers be covered or should there be a focus on specific sub-categories
such as small businesses?
In the USMC example from Lesson 1, the goal was to get a clear picture of all types of IT Equipment and
Services spend, including that from purchase cards, interagency purchases, contracting office records, etc.
Therefore, spend was collected and analyzed for all types of purchases.
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Step 2: Defining t he Spend Analysis Objectives
As part of defining the scope, it is a lso important to answer the

following key questions that the Spend Analysis will address:
• Which prodycts and services are being purchased?
• Who is pyrchasjng these products or services?
• From whom are the products or services being pyrchased?
• How are these products or services being purchased ?
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 2: Defining the Spend Analysis Objectives
As p art of defining the scope, it is a lso important to answer the

following k ey questions that the Spen d Analy sis will address :
• Which prodycts and services are being purchased?
• Who is pyrchasjng these products or services?
• From whom are the products or services being pyrchased?
• How are these products or services being purchased ?
Which Produc t s and Services are Being Purchased?
The goal is to ge t the greatest detail possible abou t the
specific products or services being purchased.
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 2: Defining t he Spend Analysis Objectives
As part of defining the scope, it is a lso important to answer the

following key questions that the Spend Analysis will address :
• Which prodycts and services are being purchased?
• Who is pyrchasjng these products or services?
• From whom are the products or services being pyrchased?
• How are these products or services being purchased ?
Who is Pur ch 8sing Th ese Pro ducts o r Services?
In addition to knowing t he contracting office processing
each spend request, it is important t o obtain information
about the end users requesting the products or services.
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 2: Defining the Spend Analysis Objectives
As part of defining the scope, it is a lso important to answer the

following key questions that the Spend Analysis will address :
• Which prodycts and services are being purchased?
• Who is pyrchasjng these products or services?
• From whom are the products or services being pyrchased?
• How are these products or services being purchased ?
From Whom are the Products or Services Being Purchased?
Find out details on the specific suppliers who are delivering the
products or services requested .
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 2: Defining t he Spend Analysis Objectives
As part of defining the scope, it is a lso important to answer the

following key questions that the Spend Analysis will address:
• Which prodycts and services are being purchased?
• Who is pyrchasjng these products or services?
• From whom are the products or services being pyrchased?
• How are these products or services being purchased ?
How are Th ese Products or Services Being Purch ased?
I dentify the contrac t vehicles being used to make these
purchases.
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Step 2: Defining t he Spend Analysis Objectives, Cont.
In addition to key spend questions, there may also be
other specific objectives associated with a Spend
Analysis.
In the USMC case example, the following objectives
were established to guide the IT Spend Analysis
initiative:
• Provide an accura te and detailed buildup o f
total spend for the IT Equipmen t and Services
commodity.
• Develop IT commodity segments from a
sourcing perspective .
• Understand the importance and relative priority
of various IT segments.
• Understand current sourcing practices as
evidenced through suppliers, contracts, buying
offices, and other entities connected to
purchasing.
• Develop a spend baseline for performance
measurement.
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Knowledge Review
What is the optimal spend data time frame for a Detailed
Portfolio Spend Analysis?
Data from the most recent quarter

~ Data from mos t recent fiscal year

U

Data from the last two years

Data from the last five years

Check An sw er
As a general rule, for a Detailed Commodity Spend Analysis it is important to have d ata for t h e
m ost r e ce nt full fiscal y e ar. Users with knowledge of the commodity should be consulted to
understand if any significan t da ta anomalies exist that merit analysis of additional data beyond the
last fiscal year.
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Collecting the Spend Data
With a clear understanding of the scope, it is time to proceed with collec ting the data needed for
performing the Spend Analysis . This is a three-step process : Step 1 - Define Data Requirements ; Step
2 - I denti fy Data Sources; and Step 3 - Collec t Data . Each step is discussed in greater de tail on the
following pages.

Spend Analysis Process
~==~====:::;:\

Define Scope

Collect Data

Cleanse and
Normalize

Develop Spend
Profile

Analyze Data
and Detennine
Opporwnities

Step 1 : Specify the data fields and formats to guide data collect ion

Step 2: Locat e the sources of data that can fulfill analysis needs

Collect Data

Step 3 : Contact identified sources with specific data requests and compile
data
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Collecting the Spend Data
With a clear understanding of the scope, it is time to proceed with collecting the data needed for
performing the Spend Analysis . This is a three-step process : Step 1 - Define Data Requirements ; Step
2 - Identify Data Sources ; and Step 3 - Collect Data . Each step is discussed in greater detail on the
following pages .

Spend Analysis Process
~==~====:::;:\

l ong Descript ion
Graphic illustrates the 5-step Spend Analysis process with the focus on Step 2 : Collect
Data and its sub-steps . There are three sub-steps for Step 2 :
• step 1 : Specify the data fields and formats to guide data collection
• step 2: locate the sources of data that can fulfill analysis needs
• step 3: Contact identified sources with specific data requests and compile data

Step 3 : Contact identified sources with specific data r equests and compile
data
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Step 1: Defining the Data Requirements
Before beginning data compilation, data requirements must be defined.
Defining data fields up front helps ensure some level of consistency
when data is being collected across many different sources.
At a minimum, the data elements that need to be collected include:
• Commodity Purchased - line-item detail about the
product/service Date of Purchase
• Purchase Amount ($)
• Purchase Quantity
• Customer - the program or office that generated the
requirement
• Contracting Office - the procurement office handling the
contract
• Supplier Name
• Purchase Method- the contract or other method (e.g.,
purchase card) used to make an acquisition
• Contract Type (e.g., time & ma terial)
• Supplier Size (e.g., large vs. small business )
• Competition Levels
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources
The best starting point for identifying data sources is to talk with Defense Procurement Acquisition Policy
( DPAP)/Professional Acquisition Support Services ( PASS ), stakeholders, contracting officers, customers,
and suppliers who are most directly involved with the commodity being transacted .
Several Federal procurement reporting instruments are useful starting points for collecting spend data
including ; Federal Procurement Data System - Nex t Generation ( FPDS- NG ), DD Form 350 and
USASpending .gov . Select each graphic below to learn more .
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources
The best starting point for identifying data sources is to talk with Defense Procurement Acquisition Policy
( DPAP)/Professional Acquisition Support Services ( PASS ), stakeholders, contracting officers, customers,
and suppliers who are most directly involved with the commodity being transacted .
Several Federal procurement reporting instruments are useful starting points for collecting spend data
including ; Federal Procurement Data System - Nex t Generation ( FPDS- NG ), DD Form 350 and
USASpending .gov . Select each graphic below to learn more .
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~ Federal Procurement
Data System 
Next Generation
DO Fo rm 350

This was the procurement data collection system used for many years by the Department of
Defense . FPDS - NG is gradually replacing the DD Form 350 system . However, DD - 350 still
contains historical spend information that may be valuable for the next several years .
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources
The best starting point for identifying data sources is to talk with Defense Procurement Acquisition Policy
( DPAP}/Professional Acquisition Support Services ( PASS ), stakeholders, contracting officers, customers,
and suppliers who are most directly involved with the commodity being transacted .
Several Federal procurement reporting instruments are useful starting points for collecting spend data
including ; Federal Procurement Data System - Nex t Generation ( FPDS-NG ), DD Form 350 and
USASpending .gov . Select each graphic below to learn more .
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Federal Procu re m ent Da t a Syst e m- Next Generat ion ( FPDS-NG)
This is a Federal government- wide procurement data system . All agencies are required to report
transactions over $ 2 , 500 into FPDS-NG .
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources
The best starting point for identifying data sources is to talk with Defense Procurement Acquisition Policy
( DPAP)/Professional Acquisition Support Services ( PASS ), stakeholders, contracting officers, customers,
and suppliers who are most directly involved with the commodity being transacted .
Several Federal procurement reporting instruments are useful starting points for collecting spend data
including ; Federal Procurement Data System - Next Generation ( FPDS-NG ), DD Form 350 and
USASpending .gov . Select each graphic below to learn more .
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~ Federal Procurement
Data System 
Next Generation
USASpending.gov
USAspending .gov receives and displays data pertaining to obligations ( amounts awarded for
federally sponsored projects during a given budget period ), not outlays or expenditures ( actual
cash disbursements made against each project) .
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources, Cont.
Recall from the USMC case example, several sources were
used to develop a comprehensive picture of IT spend.
The primary source used to start the analysis was FPDS
NG, but additional analysis revealed other sources for
more de tailed spend data, including:
• Transaction data from the Marine Corps Con tracting
Office handling mos t IT purchases
• Purchase Card da ta from issuing financial institutions
• Forecast information regarding planned purchases
was used to supplement and validate historical data
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Step 2: Identifying Data Sources, Cont.
While procurement and financial reporting systems
generally suffice for a High- level Portfolio Spend
Analysis, data holes and inaccuracies a re not
uncommon.

Other data sources are typically needed to
supplement a more detailed Commodity Spend
Analysis which may include:
• Hard copy invoices
• Purchase orders and contracts
• Purchase card reports
• Supplier sales reports
• Operations planning systems
• Materials management systems
Available data sources can typically be uncovered
through an understanding of the internal processes
and policies followed for purchasing.
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Step 3: Collecting the Data
After the sources of data have been identified, data
calls, or requests, can be issued in order to obtain
the necessary data.
As previously discussed, key stakeholders should
have been made aware of the Spend Analysis
initiative through other preliminary communica tions
before they receive a specific request for data.
Data requests should be explicit and detailed and
cover the following:
• A brief overview of the Spend Analysis
ini tiative and its benefits
• An overview of how spend data will be used
• A description of the data requested, including
specific data elements
• The time period for which data is needed
• The preferred format for receiving data ( e.g.,
spreadsheet, database, e tc .)
• The requested response date to receive data
• The Spend Analysis Manager's contac t
information for ques tions or concerns
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Step 3 : Collecting the Data, Cont.
As data comes in from the various sources, it must be
consolidated into a central spend repository. For smaller
data sets, this can be as simple as an Access database
or Excel spreadsheet. Alternatively, commercial database
applications such as 0811 or SQL Server may be used for
larger data sets.

The emphasis here is how important it is to explicitly
define and communica te the format on how da ta should
be received from data sources . This includes specifying
the exac t data fields and whether data should be
submitted in a spreadshee t or database format.
Considering that a large portfolio group can have as
many as a million transaction records, it is important to
minimize the amount of data reformatting ( an incredibly
manual and time intensive process) - although some
reformatting is usually inevitable.
Finally, it is important to reach out to "data
ga tekeepers• so they can review the da ta in its raw
forma t. This solidifies an understanding of the data and
verifies its accuracy and completeness . Interviews with
key stakeholders can also provide addi tional insights into
spend behavior and pa tterns for the target commodity .
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Step 3: Collecting the Data, Cont.
In the USMC case example, DO Form 350 data was
collected as the starting point for understanding IT
Equipment and Services spend.
After the data was reviewed and analyzed for
completeness and accuracy, the commodity team
determined that more detailed data would be required
for the purposes of developing a commodity strategy.
I ni tial analysis and interviews with key personnel
revealed that one contracting office in particular
handled over 85 percent of IT spend . Further analysis
revealed that purchase cards represented another
source of substantial spend information.
After gathering the data from all sources, the
commodity team determined that data received from
the primary IT contracting office was the most
complete, detailed, and accurate. Therefore, this data
was used as the base data set and was supplemented
with data from the other sources.
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Knowledge Review
Which step must be completed before spend data can be collected
when performing a Spend Analysis?
Confirm relevant commodity sub-categories

~

Specify required data fields and formats

U

Standardize supplier names

Confirm compliance with Federal Acquisition Regulations

Check An sw er
Before data can be collected for a Spend Analysis, s p ecify req u ire d data field s a nd fo r m ats to
ensure data consistency and minimize reformatting once data is received.
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Knowledge Review
Procurement and financial reporting sy stems generally suffice as data
sources for a Detailed Commodity Spend Analysis.

True

~

False

Check An sw er
This is a fa lse statement. Because data holes and inaccuracies are not uncommon in procurement
and financial reporting systems, other data sources such as hard copy invoices, purchase orders,
and original contract documentation are typically needed to supplement a more detailed Commodity
Spend Analysis.
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Clean and Nor malize Spend Data
With all of the spend data combined into a single data set, the process of cleansing and normalizing
the data can begin . This is by far the most time-consuming and manual part of the Spend Analysis .
However, it is also one of the most critical requirements for ensuring an accurate final analysis . This is
a t wo-step process .

Spend Analysis Process
~==~====:::;:\

Define Scope

Collect Data

Oean and
Normalize

Develop Spend
Profile

Analyze Data
and Detennine
Opporwnities

Step 1: Resolve any data inconsistencies and errors t hat may skew
analysis accuracy.
Step 2: Use t he DSD Portfolio Group str ucture that defines k ey portfolio
categ ories.
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Clean and Normalize Spend Data
With all of the spend data combined into a single data set, the process of cleansing and normalizing
the data can begin . This is by far the most time-consuming and manual part of the Spend Analysis .
However, it is also one of the most critical requirements for ensuring an accurate final analysis . This is
a t wo-step process .

l ong Description
Graphic illustrates the 5-step Spend Analysis process with the focus on Step 3:
Cleanse and Normalize and its sub-steps . There are two sub-steps for Step 3:
• step 1 - Clean and Normalize Data : Resolve any data inconsistencies and errors
that may skew analysis accuracy .
• step 2 - Categorize Data : Use the OSD Portfolio Group structure that defined key
portfolio categories .

Step 2: Use t he OSD Portfolio Group structure that defines key portfolio
categ ories.
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Step 1: Clean and Normalize the Data
The first step in cleaning the data is to review the entire data set
for completeness.
Even though you have knowledge of the commodity and
discussion with stakeholders, informa tion gaps may still exist in
the data or it may have insufficient de tail. There are several
options for addressing such gaps :
• Re turn to existing data sources to try to find missing da ta .
• Seek ou t new da ta sources that may be able to fill in holes .
• Use data extrapola tion and other statis tical estimation
t echniques to fill cri tical gaps.
On the other hand, it is important t o find and eliminate any data
redundancies. Data overlap is common when combining data from
multiple sources.
To eliminate data overlaps, review data records side by side to
identify duplicates. Assistance from the original data sources may
be needed to resolve any records in question.
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Step 1: Clean and Normalize the Data, Cont.
Another concem is data accuracy. Scanning the entire data set
can a ssist in identifying errors su ch as :
• Mismatched data fields ( e.g., a supplier name is listed in
a purchase quantity field )
• Typographical errors ( e.g., "Sofware" instead of
"Software")
• Data miscodes ( e.g., an incorrectly assigned FSC code )
• Other questionable data { e.g., a purchase da te o f 2030)
To confirm and correc t the most significant data errors, we may
need to refer to the original contract document. Again, the
original data sources should be consulted regarding any maj or
uncertainties about the data .
Oick here to read data cleansing issu es the USMC Soend Analysis
team encountered.
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Popup Text
USMC Case Study
Among the data cleansing issues the USMC Spend Analysis team encountered were:
Insufficient Detail
Data obtained from the DD Form 350 system was categorized at a very high level (e.g., Miscellaneous
Hardware), making it difficult to determine from this data alone "what" exactly was being purchased.
Vague categorization was also an issue with purchase card data. This issue was addressed by identifying
the top contracts and actually reviewing the paper contracts to understand the exact IT products or
services being purchased.
Miscoding and Other Inaccuracies
The team discovered that spend totals obtained from the IT contracting office were inflated due to
miscoded line items. Some dollar amounts entered for specific contracts were also incorrect, resulting in
skewed spend totals. Validating data with actual users who were familiar with specific transactions helped
in identifying and then correcting the errors.
Data Overlap
There were a number of instances of duplicate data across data sources. Once the data overlaps were
identified, the source that provided the most accurate and detailed data was used as the primary source.
Lack of Meaningful Data
Data was not always available that accurately identified the actual end users of the IT products and
services being purchased. Having this information is critical as part of the broader Strategic Sourcing
process, which involves engaging end users to identify spend requirements, document sourcing issues and
challenges, and identify opportunities for sourcing improvements. The Spend Analysis team interviewed

contracting officers who were able to help track original requisitions back to end users.
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Step 1: Clean and Normalize the Data, Cont.
Finally, the data set must be reviewed for
consistency. Data inconsistencies are inevitable
when combining data from numerous sources. The
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 1: Clean and Normalize the Data, Cont.
Finally, the data set must be reviewed for
consistency. Data inconsistencies are inevitable
when combining data from numerous sources. The
most common issues are inconsistent units of
measure and inconsistent supplier names.
• Inconsistent Units of Measure
• lnconsjs tent Supplier Names
I n consis t e nt Unit s o f Measure
One data source might truncate dollar figures to the
nearest thousand ($ 1,000 = $1,000,000), whereas another
data source might write out the entire figure. Either
method is fine, as long as all records are consistent.
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l esson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 1: Clean and Normalize the Data, Cont.
Finally, the data set must be reviewed for
consistency. Data inconsistencies are inevitable
when combining data from numerous sources. The
most common issues are inconsistent units of
measure and inconsistent supplier names.
• Inconsistent Units of Measure
• lnconsjs tent Supplier Names
I n consis t e nt Supplier Na mes
A single supplier like Dell Comput ers, for example, might
also be listed as Dell Comp ., DELL, Dell, or Dell Inc.
Ideally, a single naming standard should be selected and
applied to each supplier.
Because this can be a v ery time-consuming task, a
general rule of thumb is to focus on standardizing the 20
percent of suppliers who typically account for BO percent
of the total spend.
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Step 2: Categorizing the Data
The Spend Analysis process began with a high-level commodity category (IT Equipment and Services, in
the case of USMC) . Now that a list of the actual purchase transactions that were made within this
portfolio group has been compiled, the data can be categorized into logical portfolio categories . This
portfolio structure forms the foundation of the Spend Analysis.

IT Equipment & Services

Portfolio Category
I

Portfolio Category

Portfolio Category

2

3

• Line Item Category 1

• Line Item Category 1

• Line Item Category 1

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 3

• Line Item Category 3

• Line Item Category 3
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Step 2: Categorizing the Data, Cont.

In addit ion to reviewing the spend data that has been collected for logical product/ service 9roupings,
severa l other approaches must be taken int o consideration to gain insights into appr opriate sub
commodit ies. These include researching ~ex i sti ng contracts, as well as looking at categorization standards
within the relevant commodity industry. Select each tab below for addit ional information.
Contract Research Industry Research}!ndustry Definitions
Contract Research
For larger transactions, we look at the actual contract documents to understand line-item purchases.
We can than start grouping these purchases into log ica l sub-commodity categories.
For smaller transactions, where the cost of detai led contract research outweighs the benefits, we can
extrapolate appropriate sub-commoditi es based on information gather ed from our analysis of larger
contracts.
For example, if l~a rge suppliers under a given FSC/ PSC code typically provide a certain product or
service, we can make the assumption that small suppliers with the same FSC/ PSC code do the same.
We may also supplement our cont ract research be reviewing other documents from t he purchasing
paper trail such as purchase o rders and invoices .
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Step 2: Categorizing the Data, Cont.

In addition to reviewing the spend data that has been collected for logical product/ service 9roupings,
severa l other approaches must be taken int o consideration to gain insights into appr opriate sub
commodit ies. These include research ing ~ex i sti ng contracts, as well as looking at categorization standards
within the relevant commodity industry. Select each tab below for addit ional information.
Contract Research Industry Research Industry Definitions
Indust~ry

Research

Insights of our commodity structure ca n also be gained by looking at how top suppli ers of the
commodity define and group their products and service s. Typicatly, product/service categories
converge within an industry (particularly those that are more mature) to reflect a relatively stable
classification structure.
We can also look at standar d industry classification systems such as FSC/ PSC or NAI CS to understand
how they breakdown a commodity into d ifferent categories.
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Step 2: Categorizing the Data, Cont.
In addit ion to reviewing the spend data that has been collected for logical product/ service 9roupings,
several other approaches must b e taken int o consideration to gain insights into appr opriate sub
commodit ies. These include researching ~ex i sti ng contracts, as well as looking at categorization standards
within the relevant commodity industry. Select each tab below for addit iona l information.
Contract Research Industry Research Industry Definitions
Indust~ry

Research

Insights of our commodity structure ca n also be gained by looking at how top suppli ers of the
commodity define and gr oup their products and service s. Typicatly, product/service categories
converge within an industry ( particularly those that are more mature) to reflect a relatively stab le
classification structure.
We can also look at standar d industry classification systems such as FSC/ PSC or NAI CS to understand
how they breakdo
North American Industry Classification System {NAICS)
A classification system used between the U.S. and Canada to
categorize different industries . In the U.S., NAICS has
generally replaced the earlier Standard Industrial
Classification ( SIC) system.
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lesson 2 - Preparing for a Spend Analysis
Step 2: Categorizing the Data, Cont.

In addition to reviewing the spend data that has been collected for logica l product/ service groupings,
several other approaches must be taken into consideration to ga in insi ghts into appropriate sub
commodit ies. These include researching existing contracts, as well as looking at categorization standards
within the relevant commodity industry. Select each t ab below for addit ional information .
Contract Research Industry Research Industry Definitions
Industry Definitions

Standard industry classification systems such as FSC/ PSC or NAI CS may also be used .
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Step 2: Categorizing the Data
The Spend Analysis process began with a high- level commodity category (IT Equipment and Services, in
the case of USMC) . Now that a list of the actual purchase transactions that were made within this
portfolio group has been compiled, the data can be categorized into logical portfolio categories . This
portfolio structure forms the foundation of the Spend Analysis .

l ong Descrip tio n

1-----.

.------1

This graphic illustrates a portfolio structure hierarchy with
the main portfolio category at the top of the structure
(IT Equipment and Services is the example used here ) .
The main portfolio category is comprised of multiple sub
rtfolio Category
portfolios . Each sub - portfolio is comprised of multiple line
3
item categories . The sub - categories and line item
categories are highlighted as the focus of this graphic .
.• Line itemCate\ll .. .. :. . . . . . . .. : . :....................~~. . . .

..J

..

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 2

• Line Item Category 3

• Line Item Category 3

• Line Item Category 3
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Step 2 : Catego ri zing the Data, Cont.
Finally, all of the information that has been gathered can be put together to develop the portfolio structure.

Research and D e velopment
• Systems Development
• Operational Systems Development
• Technology Base
• Commercialization
Kn o wl e dge Based Se rvic e s

Electron ic & Communication
Services
• ADP Services
• Telecom Services
Equipment Maintenance
• Equipment Leases

.

Equipment Re lated Se rvices

. Engineering Management Services . Maintenance. Repair and Overhaul
.
. Equipment Modification
Management Services
. Program
. Installation of Equipment
Logistics Management Services

. Management Support Services

. Quality Control

• Administrative & Other Services
Professional Services
• Education &Training

• Technical Representative Services
Purchases & Leases
• Salvage Services

.

.

Me dical Services
General Medical Services
Dentistry Services
Spec ialty Medical Services

Facility Related Services
• Architect/Engineering Services
Operation of Government Owned
Facilities
Machinery & Equipment
Maintenance
Building & Plant Maintenance
Natural Reso urce Management
Utilities
Housekeeping & Social Services
Purchases & Leases

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

C onstruction Services

. Suucrures & Facilities
. Conservation & Development
Facilities
. Restoration
Activities

Transpo r tat io n Services
• Transportation ofThings
• Transportation of People
• O ther Travel & Relocation Services
0
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Long Description
Graphic illustrates a sample portfolio structure breakdown with eight portfolio categories: Research and
Development; Knowledge Based Services, Electronic and Communication Services; Equipment Related
Services; Medical Services, Facility Related Services; Construction Services; and Transportation Services.
Beneath each portfolio category, sub-categories are listed.
The sub-categories listed under Research and Development are: Systems Development, Operational
Systems Development, Technology Base, and Commercialization.
The sub-categories listed under Knowledge Based Services are: Engineering Management Services;
Program Management Services; Logistics Management Services; Management Support Services;
Administrative and Other Services; Professional Services; and Education and Training.
The sub-categories listed under Electronic and Communication Services are: ADP Services; Telecom
Services; Equipment Maintenance; and Equipment Leases.
The sub-categories listed under Equipment Related Services are: Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul;
Equipment Modification; Installation of Equipment, Quality Control; Technical Representative Services;
Purchases and Leases; and Salvage Services.
The sub-categories listed under Medical Services are: General Medical Services; Dentistry Services; and
Specialty Medical Services.
The sub-categories listed under Facility Related Services are: Architect / Engineering Services; Operation
of Government Owned Facilities; Machinery and Equipment Maintenance; Building and Plant Maintenance;
Natural Resource Management; Utilities, Housekeeping and Social Services; and Purchases and Leases.
The sub-categories listed under Construction Services are: Structure and Facilities; Conservation and
Development Facilities; and Restoration Activities.
The sub-categories listed under Transportation Services are: Transportation of Things; Transportation of

People; and Other Travel and Relocation Services.
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Knowledge Review
aeansing and nonnalizing spend data can improve the overall quality
of the Spend Analysis, but is not a critical requirement.

True

~

False

Check An sw er
This statement is false. Although highly time- consuming and manual, cleansing and normalizing the
data is one of the most critical requirements for ensuring an accura te final analysis.
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Knowledge Review
What are the three primary concerns when cleansing and
s ta ndardizing spend data?

Clarity, Completeness, and Feasibility

U

Simplicity, Flexibility, and Accuracy

Consistenc y, Timeliness, and Predictabili ty

~

Completeness, Accuracy, and COnsistency

In cleansing and standardizing spend da ta, the three primary concerns are completen ess,
a ccu racy, a nd consistency.
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Summary
This concludes the Preparing for Spen d Analysis
lesson. You should now be able to :
• Identify the main parameters for d efining a
Spend Analysis scope .
• Identify the key activities involved with
identi fying and c ollecting spend data.
• Identify the key ac tivities involved wi th
cleansing the spend data.
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lesson Completion

You have completed the content for this lesson .
To continue, select another lesson from the Table o f Contents on the left.
If you have closed or hidden the Table of Contents, click the Show TOC
button at the top in the Atlas navigation bar.
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